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Abstract 
We present a single set of recurrence parameters and a single set of recurrence relations which 
can be used to provide a linear algorithm for evaluating a wide class of graph theoretic 
parameters for series-parallel graphs. The set of recurrences presented here is no larger than has 
been necessary in solving any one of the parameters. Problems that can be solved using our 
template of recurrence relations include those involving the concepts of domination, packing, 
redundance, and independence. 
1. Introduction 
Much of the extensive developing theory of polynomial/linear algorithms for evaluat- 
ing various graphical parameters on certain classes of graphs has been inspired by the 
work of Takamizawa et al. [21] who showed how to evaluate various parameters for 
(2-terminal) series-parallel graphs in linear time. Their methodology, as noted by Hare 
et al. [12], involves a “top-down, class refinement technique resulting in a system of 
recurrences”. In brief, the solution method involves finding a “parse tree 7”’ representing 
the series-parallel graph G, initializing a set of recurrence parameters for the two vertex 
base graph K2 that corresponds to each endpoint of T, solving a set of recurrence 
relations for these recurrence parameters at each internal vertex of T, and terminating 
by selecting the optimal value for the graphical parameter from among the recurrence 
parameter values associated with the root of T. As noted in Section 2, parse tree T can 
be produced for a series-parallel graph on n vertices in time linear in n. Further, as 
expected, initialization and termination are quite easy. The most difficult part is to 
define an appropriate set of recurrence parameters and produce the recurrence relations. 
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Further research in this methodology has led Borie et al. [7] to automatic genera- 
tion of these recurrences (a set of recurrences for each graphical parameter) from 
predicate calculus descriptions of the parameters to be solved. Also, given the separate 
collections of recurrences for several parameters, Courcelle [9] has shown that there is 
a (perhaps large) common extension of these recurrences such that each parameter in 
the finite set can be solved with this same common large recurrence system. 
In this paper we present a single set of nine recurrence parameters, and a single set of 
recurrence relations, which works simultaneously for a collection of disparate problems. 
A set of nine recurrence parameters is, in fact, no larger than has been necessary to solve 
any one of the problems. In particular, we will define six problems involving the concepts 
of domination, packing, redundance, and independence. Two of these problems involve 
parameters for which linear algorithms that evaluate them for series-parallel graphs have 
been developed by others. Their algorithms have the same number and complexity of 
recurrences as our template recurrences, but the recurrence relations chosen for their 
solutions do not match our template of recurrence relations. This point will be discussed 
in more detail at the end of Section 3. Two more of the six problems involve parameters 
which have not been previously treated for the class of series-parallel graphs. The other 
two involve parameters newly defined here. To re-emphasize our results, there is a single 
small set of recurrences which one can use to solve all six of these problems (and 
certainly others as can be seen by simply choosing other “initial values” for the base 
graph K2) for the recursive class of series-parallel graphs. As will be noted in Section 
6, changes in initialization and/or termination conditions will produce additional 
algorithms utilizing this same recurrence set. We also note that problems like total 
domination have formal descriptions (expressed as Monadic Second Order Logic) 
nearly identical to our six problems. However, to the best of our knowledge, total 
domination requires a set of ten recurrences as opposed to the nine in our template. 
Thus, we believe that the production of a “template” of recurrences has not only 
computational but also theoretical significance. An identical algorithmic solution 
indicates a far stronger connection than simply having separate algorithmic solutions 
of the same complexity. 
In Section 2 we define our graph theoretic parameters and give a definition of 
series-parallel graphs. Section 3 describes common recurrence relations for different 
problems, and in Section 4 we present our series-parallel template explained for 
a single “efficient domination” graphical parameter F. Section 5 shows how the 
template applies to the other graphical parameters y, i, p, R, and RI. 
2. Definitions 
As indicated, in this section we present the definitions of several graphical para- 
meters and of the class of series-parallel graphs. 
For a graph G = (V, E), a dominating set is a vertex set D c P’ such that each 
vertex in V- D is adjacent to at least one element of D. Letting N(u) denote the 
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neighborhood of v (that is, the set of vertices adjacent to v) and N[v] = N(v) u {u} 
denote the closed neighborhood of L’, one can equivalently define D c V to be 
a dominating set if for every u E V we have N[v] n D # 8. Again equivalently, D E V 
is a dominating set if uX ED N[x] = V. The domination number of G is 
y(G) = min{ (DI : D is a dominating set of G), and a dominating set D with y(G) = (DI 
is called a minimum dominating set or a y-set. 
(It is interesting to note at this point that the open neighborhood version, called 
total domination, which is defined by taking sets D in the above definition where 
N(v) n D # 0 is a similar domination parameter but cannot be solved using the 
template recurrences described in Section 4. Indeed, the recurrence system for total 
domination presented in [20] requires ten parameters.) 
An independent set is a vertex set S g V such that no two vertices in S are adjacent. 
Like the domination number, the maximum number p,(G) of vertices in an indepen- 
dent set is a well-studied parameter. The parameter i(G) denotes the minimum 
number of vertices in a maximal independent set. Noting that every maximal indepen- 
dent set is a dominating set, it follows that i(G) equals the minimum number of 
vertices in an independent dominating set (see [6]). 
Note that S _C I/ is an independent set if for each u ES we have N[u] n S = {v} or 
1 N [v] n SI = 1. Extending this latter condition to all vertices in V’ we say vertex set 
S c P’ is a packing set if for every vertex u E V we have 1 N[u] n SI < 1, and the 
packing number of G, denoted here by p(G), equals the maximum number of vertices 
in a packing set. A packing set S with IS) = p(G) is called a maximum packing or 
a p-set. More generally, Meir and Moon [19] define vertex subset S to be a k-packing 
set if d(u, u), the distance between u and u, satisfies d(u, u) > k for all pairs of distinct 
vertices u and u in S. In particular, a l-packing is an independent set, and a 2-packing 
is what we here are calling a packing set. (As discussed in general in [14], others have 
also studied such parameters, such as Hochbaum and Schmoys [16] who call 
a packing set a strong stable set.) 
The concept of an efficient dominating set was introduced in [2,3] and further 
discussed in [4]. Specifically, a dominating set D in G is called efficient if the distance 
between any two vertices in D is at least three. That is, an efficient dominating set is 
a dominating set that is also a packing set. More generally, any packing set S efficient- 
ly dominates UI. ESN[~]. Not every graph has an efficient dominating set, and F(G) 
denotes the maximum number of vertices that can be efficiently dominated. That is, 
F(G) = max{lU,,., N [u] I : S is a packing set}. Note the switch in focus from the 
maximum cardinality of a packing set to the maximum cardinality of the set of 
vertices dominated by a packing set. For example, for the 5-cycle C5 we have 
p(C,) = 1 and F(C,) = 3. 
In his presentation at the 18th Southeastern Conference on Combinatorics, Graph 
Theory and Computing, Hedetniemi presented a definition of fractional domination 
[13]. Motivated by him, in [lo] we defined fractional packing, fractional efficient 
domination, and fractional redundance. The O-l version of fractional redundance 
follows. Loosely speaking, redundance is a measure of how much extra domination 
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there is. Specifically, let R(G) = min {xX .D(l + deg x): D is a dominating set} where 
deg x = ) N(x)\ is the degree of x. Note that for n = 1 V(G)1 we have F(G) < II < R(G), 
and G has an efficient dominating set if and only if F(G) = n if and only if R(G) = n. 
(In [ 171, R(G) is called the total redundance of G and also defined is a “cardinality 
redundance” counting the number of vertices dominated at least twice.) 
Our last parameter is the measure of redundance for independent dominating sets. 
Let RI(G) = min{C, .D(l + deg x): D is an independent dominating set}. 
We will show that there is a single set of recurrences which one can use to evaluate 
each of the parameters y, i, F, p, R, and RI for series-parallel graphs. A series-parallel 
graph G is a graph which has no subgraph homeomorphic to complete graph Kq. This 
is equivalent o the following recursive definition, similar to the one found in [24], in 
which each series-parallel graph has two distinct vertices u and u designated as its left 
terminal and right terminal, respectively. 
Complete graph Kz is series-parallel, and is called the basis graph for the set of all 
series-parallel graphs. Since the recurrences presented in Sections 3 and 4 are 
independent of the basis graph, they could also be used to evaluate the parameters y, i, 
F, p, R, and RI on the set of series-parallel type graphs formed using any finite set of 
graphs (each of which has two designated terminals) as its basis. The only necessary 
modification to the algorithm would be the initialization phase. For this paper, 
however, we will concentrate on the “standard” series-parallel graphs which have 
only the graph K2 in their basis. 
Given two series-parallel graphs, say Gl with terminals u1 and u1 and G2 with 
terminals u2 and u2, a graph obtained by one of the three following operations is also 
series-parallel. In general, graph G is a series-parallel graph if and only if it can be 
obtained from copies of basis graphs by some finite sequence of the following operations. 
(a) TheSeriesZcompositionof(Gl,{u,,ul})and(G2,{u2,u2})isthegraph(G*,{u~, 
u2}) obtained by identifying vertices u2 and vi. (That is, the left terminal of Gl and the 
right terminal G2 become the left and right terminals, respectively, of G*.) See Fig. l(a). 
(b) The Series 2 composition of (Gl, (ul, ul}) and (G2, {u2, u2}) is the graph 
(G*, (ur , u1 }) obtained by identifying vertices u2 and ul. (The left and right terminals 
of Gl become the left and right terminals of G*.) See Fig. l(b). 
(c) The Parallel composition of (Gl, (u,,u,}) and (G2, {u2,uZ)) is the graph 
(G*, (~1, vi}) obtained by identifying vertices ui and u2 and also identifying u1 and u2. 
(It is assumed that no multiple edges connecting u1 and ur are created.) See Fig. l(c). 
What we here call series-parallel has also been called “generalized series-parallel”, 
for example in [12]. Series-parallel graphs were introduced by Valdes, Tarjan and 
Lawler [22]. Takamizawa et al. [21], and subsequently many others such as Kikuno 
et al. [18], have shown that a large number of problems can be solved in linear time 
for a series-parallel graph. In addition, many of the proofs of existence of such 
algorithms are constructive and Borie et al. [7] have shown that such linear algo- 
rithms can be automatically generated. 
For each series-parallel graph H there exists a binary tree (called the parse tree of 
H) which represents it. Each leaf of the tree represents a copy of K2, the basis graph 
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Cl G2 G* 
v. - u.. 
G* 
(b) 
Gl G2 
6) 
Fig. 1. Composition of Gl and G2 (darkened vertices denote terminals): (a) Series 1; (b) Series 2; (c) Parallel. 
for the class of series-parallel graphs. Each internal node of the parse tree is labelled 
either Sl, S2 or P (for Series 1, Series 2 or Parallel) and represents the graph G* 
obtained by combining the graph Cl (represented by the left child of the node) and the 
graph G2 (represented by the right child of the node) through the appropriate type of 
composition. Hence each node of the parse tree represents a series-parallel graph, and 
the graph represented by the root node is the graph H. The fact that there exists 
a linear recognition algorithm which produces a parse tree for any input 
series-parallel graph H [22] is an important part of any linear algorithm for the 
family of series-parallel graphs. That is, requiring a parse tree as input does not 
increase the order of the execution time of our algorithm. 
3. Recurrence templates 
Once a parse tree is found, we must initialize a set of recurrence parameters for the 
series-parallel basis graph K,, solve a set of recurrence relations for these recurrence 
parameters, and terminate by selecting an optimal value for the graph theoretic 
parameter from among the recurrence parameters. Initialization and termination are 
not difficult and will be discussed later in Section 4.4 for the parameter F and in 
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Section 5 for the other graph theoretic parameters. In this section we will concentrate 
on the recurrence parameters and their recurrence relations using y and F to motivate 
the idea of a template of recurrence relations. We will explain in Section 5 how this 
template can be used to evaluate any one of the six parameters: y, i, F, p, R, and RI. 
First we define the nine parameters we use in computing y(G), and we describe in 
detail the recurrence for one of these parameters for the Series 1 operation. 
Let G* be a series-parallel graph obtained by joining Gl and G2 (each 
series-parallel) by one of the three possible composition operations, for example, 
Series 1. Next let D be a dominating set of G*. Then, if we consider the set 
Dl = D n V(G1) and 02 = D n V(G2), there are three possibilities. (1) If vi = u2 ED, 
then Dl is a dominating set of Gl containing ui and 02 is a dominating set of G2 
containing u2. (2) If u1 = u2 $ D, then there must be some vertex w E V(G*) such that 
w ED and w is adjacent to u1 = u2. (2a) If w E V(Gl), then Dl is a dominating set of Gl 
and 02 is a dominating set of G2 - u2 (not containing u2). Note that the vertex u2 may 
or may not be dominated by the set 02. (2b) If w E V(G2), then Dl is a dominating set 
of Gl - vi (not containing ui) and 02 is a dominating set of G2 (not containing u2). 
Because of these three cases we introduce nine domination parameters: 
Y,,(G)> y”,(G), y,,(G), 
y,,(G)> Ann, Ann, 
Y,,(G), y,,(G), y,,(G). 
In these parameters the two subscripts describe the situation of the two terminals of 
series-parallel graph G in the dominating set. Subscripts y, n and ii indicate that the 
vertex is in the set, the vertex is not in the set but is dominated by the set, and the 
vertex is not in the set and may or may not be dominated by the set, respectively. In 
particular y,,(G), y,,(G), and y,,(G) denote the minimum cardinality of a dominating 
set of G which contains both terminals, the minimum cardinality of a dominating set 
of G which contains the left terminal and not the right terminal and the minimum 
cardinality of a dominating set of G minus the right terminal which contains the left 
terminal and not the right terminal, etc., respectively. 
Each of the nine y-parameters must have a recurrence for each of the three types of 
series-parallel compositions, for a total of twenty-seven recurrences. Here we will take 
y,*, as an example, writing y& for y,,(G*). Similarly, yi, is yyn(G1) and y,‘, is yrn(G2), etc. 
Suppose G* is obtained by a Series 1 composition of series-parallel graphs Gl and 
G2. If we are looking for y,*, we want to consider sets which contain the left terminal of 
G*, and do not contain but do dominate the right terminal of G*. Such sets with 
minimum cardinality are called yy,-sets of G* or yy*- sets. If we consider such a set D in 
relation to the graphs Gl and G2, we see that D contains the left terminal of Gl (which 
becomes the left terminal of G*) and that D does not contain, but does dominate, the 
right terminal of G2 (which becomes the right terminal of G*). So now we are only 
concerned with the right terminal u1 and Gl and the left terminal u2 of G2 which are 
identified in the Series 1 composition. 
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One possibility is that D contains u 1 = u2. Then in Gl we are looking at a set which 
contains both terminals (see yiy in the following inequality), and in G2 we are looking at 
a set which contains the left terminal and does not contain, but does dominate, the right 
terminal (see the following y:,). Thus y,*, < y&, + y,‘, - 1. The minus one must be 
included because the vertex u1 = u2 is counted in the dominating sets of both Gl and G2. 
A second possibility is that D does not contain u1 = uz. Since this vertex is not 
a terminal of the graph G* we must require domination and here there are two 
choices: (a) we may require that u1 be dominated in Gl and not care if domination of 
u1 occurs in G2 or (b) we may not care if domination of ui occurs in Gl and require 
that u2 be dominated in G2. Note that either of these two cases will accomodate the 
situation in which o, = u2 is dominated in both Gl and G2. From case (a) we see that 
Y;” < , yi,, -!- Y,& and from case (b) we see that r,* d r$ + y,‘,. 
Observing that these are the only possibilities and combining the three inequalities 
we get the Series 1 recurrence 
Y y* = min (y:, + r,‘, - 1, r:, + Yif”, $6 + Y,‘“>. (1) 
Now we will look at another graph theoretic parameter, F(G). Recall that F(G) is 
equal to the maximum number of vertices of G that can be efficiently dominated, 
where an “efficient” set is one in which any two vertices in the set are at least three 
units apart. As with y we will define nine recurrence parameters for F: Fyy, F,,, Fyn, Fny, 
F,,, Fna, Fsy, F,,, and F,,. Here the subscripts still denote the situation of the two 
terminals in the efficient set. Again, a subscript y indicates that the corresponding 
terminal is in the set. However, here n and ii will have slightly different meanings. 
Specifically, subscripts n and ii indicate that the corresponding terminal is not in the 
set and may or may not be dominated by the set, and the corresponding terminal is 
not in the set and is not dominated by the set, respectively. That is Fyy, F,,, and 
F,, denote the maximum number of vertices efficiently dominatable by a set that 
contains both terminals, the maximum number of vertices efficiently dominatable by 
a set that contains the left terminal and does not contain (but may or may not 
dominate) the right terminal, and the maximum number of vertices efficiently 
dominatable by a set that contains the left terminal and does not contain and does not 
dominate the right terminal, etc., respectively. 
Now we will examine the Series 1 recurrence for Fyn and see how it compares to the 
one for yrn presented above. Suppose G* is obtained by a Series 1 composition of 
series-parallel graphs Gl and G2. If we are looking for F;t, we want to consider 
efficient sets which contain the left terminal of G*, do not contain the right terminal of 
G*, and may or may not dominate the right terminal of G*. Such sets which maximize 
the total number of vertices dominated are called F&-sets. If we consider Fz-set D in 
relation to the graphs Gl and G2, we see that D contains the left terminal of Gl (which 
becomes the left terminal of G*) and that D does not contain, and possibly does not 
dominate, the right terminal of G2 (which becomes the right terminal of G*). So now 
we are concerned with the right terminal vi of Gl and the left terminal u2 of G2 which 
are identified in the Series 1 composition. 
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One possibility is that D contains u 1 = u2. Then in Gl we are looking at a set which 
contains both terminals (that is, an F,‘,-set), and in G2 we are looking at a set which 
contains the left terminal and does not contain, or necessarily dominate, the right 
terminal (that is, an F&-set). Thus Fy*, > F,!‘, + Fyz - 1. The minus one must be 
included because the vertex u1 = u2 is counted once in Gl and again in G2. 
A second possibility is that D does not contain u 1 = 1.4~. Since D is to be an efficient 
set, we must not allow this vertex to be dominated more than once. This leads to two 
choices: (a) we may require that u2 not be dominated in G2 and then not care if u1 is 
dominated in Gl or (b) we may require that u1 not be dominated in Gl and then not 
care if u2 is dominated in G2. Note that either of these two cases will accommodate the 
situation in which vi = u2 is not dominated in Gl or G2 (which might occur since 
D must be efficient). In case (a) we are looking for an F,,-set in Gl and an F,,-set in G2, 
hence Fy*, B F,fn + Fi,,. In case (b) we are looking for an F,,-set in Gl and an F,,-set in 
G2, giving F$ >, Fi6 + Fzn. 
Observing that these are the only possibilities, and combining the three inequalities, 
we get the Series 1 recurrence 
F$ = max { Fyly + F;,, - 1, F,fn + Fin, F$ + F&} . (2) 
Comparing the recurrences of Eqs. (1) and (2) we see that the similarity goes beyond 
the fact each has three cases involving y’s, n’s, and ii’s. In fact, rather startlingly, if we 
replace all the F’s in Eq. (2) by y’s and change the max to a min, we will have precisely 
the same recurrence found in Eq. (1). This leads us to the concept of a generic 
recurrence. We use rc/ (instead of y, F, etc.) as a generic parameter and mnx as a generic 
optimizer (instead of min or max), and we write the recurrence as follows: 
(3) 
We will call such a recurrence a template recurrence. 
If it happens that all of the recurrences for two different graph theoretic parameters 
are template recurrences (as happens in the case of the twenty-seven recurrences for 
y and F on series-parallel graphs), we call the entire system of recurrences a template. 
In the next section we will present a single template that can be used for solving y, i, F, 
p, R, and RI. 
As mentioned in the introduction, others have presented linear algorithms for 
series-parallel graphs for two of these parameters, namely y (see [18]) and i (see [20]). 
Results on trees are extended here to series-parallel graphs for F and p. R and RI are 
newly treated here. (The fractional version of R was considered in [lo], where R was 
merely defined.) The previously presented linear algorithm in [ 1 S] for evaluating y(G) 
for a series-parallel graph G uses the same type of recurrence structure as presented 
here. Kikino et al. also have nine recurrence parameters, and their recurrence relations 
have the same complexity as those presented here. However, in their recurrences, ii in 
the above definitions is defined to mean that the corresponding terminal is not 
dominated by the set (rather than ii meaning that the corresponding terminal may or 
not be dominated by the set). The definitions of y and n are the same as presented in 
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this paper for y. It follows that their Series 1 recurrence for yyn is y& = min {y:,, + y,‘,, 
y& + y&, y& + y&, yi, + yi,}, which does not fit our template recurrence. In addi- 
tion, there is no way to redefine the meanings of y, n, and ii on the parameter F such 
that their recurrence system is a template recurrence system for y and F. 
4. A series-parallel template 
At the end of this section we will present a specific recurrence template for series- 
parallel graphs that can be used in solving y, i, F, p, R, and RI. As indicated in Section 
3, this template has nine recurrence parameters ($,,,,, $,,“, $ye, $ny, tin,,, $,6, $,Y, 
tifin, rjAn) and, since there are three types of compositions for series-parallel graphs 
(Series 1, Series 2, and Parallel), the template has a total of 27 recurrences. Here we will 
explain and verify these recurrences using the parameter F as a model. The other 
graph theoretic parameters will be discussed in Section 5. 
In Section 4.1 we will see that something particularly nice happens in the Series 1 
recurrences, in Section 4.2 we will look at Series 2 recurrences, and in Section 4.3 we 
will look at Parallel recurrences. Then in Section 4.4 we discuss initialization and 
termination for F and present all 27 recurrences in template form. 
4.1. Series 1 
It turns out that there is a compact form in which to write all nine Series 
1 recurrences. Suppose that G* is obtained by a Series 1 composition of Gl and G2. As 
noted in Section 3 the situation of the left terminal of Cl and right terminal of G2 are 
determined by the desired situations of the left and right terminals of G*. Thus we 
need only be concerned with the “middle” terminal ai = u2, and the possible cases at 
this terminal are independent of the terminals u1 and v2. Consider any one of the nine 
recurrence parameters Fob where a, b E { y, n, ii}. The choices of a and b determine the 
situations of the terminals ai and v2, so now we will consider the possibilities for 
u2 = u1 in an efficient set D z V(G*). 
One possibility is that D contains v 1 = u2. Then we are looking for an F,,-set 
from Gl and an F,,-set from G2. Thus F,*b 2 F& + Fy’b - 1. The minus one is 
included because v1 = u2 dominates itself once in Gl and again in G2. A second 
possibility is that D does not contain v 1 = u2. Since D is to be an efficient set, 
we must not allow the vertex to be dominated more than once. This leads to two 
choices: (1) we may require that u2 not be dominated in G2 and then not care 
if u1 is dominated in Gl or (2) we may require that u1 not be dominated in Gl 
and then not care if u2 is dominated in G2. Note that either of these two cases 
will accommodate the situation in which u1 = u2 is not dominated in Gl or 
G2. In case (1) we are looking for an F,,-set in Gl and an Ffib-set in G2, hence 
F,“b 3 Fin + F,$. In case (2) we are looking for an F,,-set in Gl and an F,,-set in G2, 
hence F,*b > F,‘, + Fib. 
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Table 1 
Template recurrences for Series 1 composition 
Table 2 
Template recurrences for Series 2 composition 
Observing that these are the only possibilities, and combining the three inequalities, 
we get the Series 1 recurrence 
F,*b = max {F& + Fy’b - 1, F,‘, + Fib, F,‘,, + F$} 
for a, b E {y, n, ri}. The complete set of Series 1 recurrences (in template form) may be 
found in Table 1. 
4.2. Series 2 
Since there is no compact form in which to write the Series 2 recurrences as there is 
in Series 1, here we will verify the two specific recurrences I$,, and F,*. The others are 
similar and verification is left to the reader. The complete set of Series 2 recurrences (in 
template form) may be found in Table 2. 
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Suppose that G* is obtained by a Series 2 composition of Cl and G2, and suppose 
D is an &,-set of G*. Since the terminals of G* are the terminals of Gl, D must contain 
the left terminal of Gl. Also D must not contain but may or may not dominate the 
vertex ur = u2. However, if D does dominate u1 = u2 it may only do so once. Thus we 
may allow ui to be dominated in Gl or u2 to be dominated in G2, but not both. 
Finally, since the vertex v2 is not a terminal of G*, it may either be the case that v2 is 
contained in D or that v2 is not contained in D. If v2 is not in D, we can assume it to be 
in an n-situation, since it will not get dominated again in a later composition, and so 
we do not care if it gets dominated here. Thus we see that D can be composed of one of 
the four combinations that follow: (1) an F,,-set from Gl and an F,,-set from G2, (2) an 
F&-set from Cl and an F&-set from G2, (3) an &,-set from Gl and an F,,-set from G2 
or (4) an &,-set from Cl and an F,,,-set from G2. Thus 
Again suppose that G* is obtained by a Series 2 composition of series-parallel 
graphs Gl and G2, and now suppose that D is an &-set of G*. Now the left terminal 
of Gl (which becomes the left terminal of G*) is in an “n-situation”. The right terminal 
of G2 (which is not a terminal of G*) may either be contained or not contained in D, 
and if it is not contained in D we do not care whether or not it is dominated by D. 
Finally, the terminal v1 = u2 is not contained in nor dominated by D, so u1 must not 
be dominated in Gl and u2 must not be dominated in G2. Thus 
F,*, = max{ F,$ + F,$, F,‘, + F,&} . 
4.3. Parallel 
Again there is no concise form for Parallel recurrences. Here we will verify the two 
cases Fyy and F,,. The others are similar and left to the reader. All nine Parallel 
recurrences may be found in Table 3. 
Suppose that G* is obtained by a Parallel composition of Gl and G2, and D is an 
F,,-set of G*. Since the terminals of Gl become the terminals of G*, D must contain 
both terminals of Gl. That is, D contains an F,,-set of Gl. Since the terminals of G2 
also become the terminals of G*, D must contain both terminals of G2. That is, D must 
contain an Q-set of G2. Hence there are no choices, and 
l$ = F:, -I- F;‘, - 2. 
Again suppose that G* is obtained by a Parallel composition of series-parallel 
graphs Gl and G2, and suppose D is an F,,-set of G*. Thus the terminal vi = v2 is not 
contained in nor dominated by D in G*, so vr is in an ii-situation in Cl and v2 is in an 
ii-situation in G2. The terminal u1 = u2 is also not contained in D, and it may or may 
not be dominated. However, if it is dominated we must require that it not be 
dominated more than once. This gives us two choices: (1) either u2 is not dominated in 
G2, so u1 may or may not be dominated in Gl or (2) u1 is not dominated in Gl, so 
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Table 3 
Template recurrences for Parallel composition 
u2 may or may not be dominated in G2. Thus 
F,*, = max { F,‘, + F,&, F,& + F,f,} .
4.4. The template 
In this section we present the entire template comprised of 27 template recurrences. 
In order to use this to calculate a graph theoretic parameter, such as F, you must first 
initialize the nine recurrence parameters as would be appropriate for the specific 
graph theoretic parameter. Then proceed through the parse tree associated with the 
graph G calculating the appropriate set of nine recurrences at each node of the parse 
tree. Finally you must be able to determine the value of the graph theoretic parameter 
from the values of the nine recurrence parameters associated with the root node of the 
parse tree. Hence, in order to use the template to solve for the parameter F, we must 
first discuss initialization and termination for that parameter. 
To see how these parameters should be initialized for F, consider the series-parallel 
basis graph K2, the two endpoints of K2 being its terminals. A set D containing both 
terminals is not efficient, so F,,(K,) = - cc. A set D containing exactly one of the 
terminals is efficient and dominates itself and the other terminal, so F,,(K,) = 
F,,(K,) = 2, and FY,(K2) = F,,(K,) = - co. A set D containing neither terminal is 
efficient and does not dominate either terminal, so F,,,(K,) = F,,(K,) = F,,(K,) = 
Ffili(K2) = 0. 
When the root node of the parse tree is reached, we have the value of all nine 
parameters for G and F(G) = max{F,,(G), F,,(G), F,,(G), F,,(G), F,,(G), F&G), 
F,,(G), F,,(G), F,,(G)}. Note that in this case the graph theoretic parameter F(G) is 
taken to be the maximum of all nine recurrence parameters for F. As seen in the next 
section, this will not always be the case. Sometimes it may be necessary to exclude 
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some of the recurrence parameters from being chosen as the optimal value for the 
graph theoretic parameter. 
The template recurrences are presented in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 
5. Applications of the template 
In this section we will discuss how the template presented in Section 4.4 may be 
used to determine five graph theoretic parameters in addition to F. For each of the 
parameters y, p, i, R, and RI, we first state whether the template mnx indicates a min 
or max and we give an appropriate interpretation of n and ii for the parameter. (The 
subscript y does not require individual interpretation, since it will always indicate that 
the corresponding terminal is contained in the set.) We then verify a selected recur- 
rence for comparison with the template of parameters in Section 4.4. In the interest of 
space, we cannot verify that every recurrence for each graphical parameter matches 
the appropriate template recurrence, but all can be verified in a manner similar to 
those presented and are left to the reader. 
After verification that the recurrences for recurrence parameters for a specific 
graphical parameter match the template recurrences, initialization and termination 
conditions must be known in order to use the template to determine the graphical 
parameter. 
Initialization simply involves determining the values of the nine recurrence para- 
meters for the series-parallel basis graph K,. Note that this is the only part of the 
algorithm that is dependent on the graph K2 as the basis graph. Any finite set of basis 
graphs could be used in generating series-parallel type graphs and this is the only part 
that would need to be modified for this algorithm to be used to evaluate y, i, F, p, R, 
and RI on this new set of “series-parallel” graphs. 
Termination involves choosing the maximum (or minimum) of a specified subset of 
the nine recurrence parameters associated with the root node of the parse tree 
(representing the entire graph). The reason for terminating on a subset of the nine 
parameters rather than all of them is because there are cases which do not meet the 
appropriate requirements when considering the final graph. For example, y,+(G) 
considers sets which do not necessarily dominate the right terminal of G and thus are 
not dominating sets, so yye must be excluded from the subset of recurrence parameters 
used for termination. 
Appropriate initialization and termination conditions are presented in Table 4. All 
values are straightforward and may be verified by the reader after reading the 
appropriate section below for the correct interpretations of n and ii. 
5.1. Parameter y 
As seen in Section 3, the template mnx is interpreted as min for the graphical 
parameter y which represents the minimum cardinality of a dominating set of G. Also 
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Table 4 
Template user’s table 
Initialization mnx/termination 
yy yn yii ny nn nti iiy iin iiri 
Y 2 1 1 1 CD cc 1 CD 0 min{wa,bE{y,n}j 
i cc 1 1 1 1 cc 0 min{i,,:a,bE{y,n}} 
F --co 2 --co 2 0” ,” -Coo 0 max{F,,:a,bc{y,n,ii}} 
P --a: 1 -cc 1 0 0 --co 0 0 max{~.+:a,bE{y,n,fi)} 
R 4 2 2 2 a, co 203 0 min{R,,: bE {y,n}} a, 
RI a3 2 2 2 cc co 200 0 min{RI,,: a, b E {y, n}} 
noted in Section 3, a subscript n will be taken to indicate that the corresponding 
terminal is not contained in the set but is dominated by the set, and a subscript n will 
be taken to indicate that the corresponding terminal is not contained in the set and 
may or may not be dominated by the set. With these interpretations, the reader can 
verify the initial conditions presented in Table 4 for the y recurrence parameters. For 
example, yyn(Kz) is the minimum cardinality of a set which dominates both vertices of 
K,, contains the left vertex, and does not contain the right vertex; so y,,,(KJ = 1. 
The recurrence for yyn under a Series 1 composition was shown to match the 
template recurrence in Section 3. The remaining recurrences can be verified similarly 
and are left to the reader. 
5.2. Parameter p 
Since p is the maximum cardinality of a packing set, we must interpret the template 
mnx as max for this parameter. The recurrences for p will match the template 
recurrences if we interpret a subscript of n as indicating that the associated terminal is 
not in the packing set but possibly dominated by the set, and a subscript ii as indicating 
that the associated terminal is not in the packing set and definitely not dominated by 
the set. With these interpretations, we see for example that pnn(Kz) = 0 since the only 
subset of the vertices of K2 that does not contain nor necessarily dominate either 
terminal is the empty set. 
Suppose G* is obtained by a Series 1 composition of series-parallel graphs Gl and 
G2, and consider the recurrence parameter par, where a, b E {y, n, ii}. Then the left 
terminal of Gl (which becomes the left terminal of G*) must be in the state a, and the 
right terminal of G2 (which becomes the right terminal of G*) must be in the state b. 
Thus only the middle vertex u1 = u2 must be considered. First suppose this vertex is 
contained in the Pob-set of G*. Then this set is comprised of a p,,-set from Gl and 
a p,+-set from G2, so p,*b d pi,, + p,fb - 1. Next suppose that the vertex u1 = u2 is not 
contained in the Pob-set of G*. Since this vertex must not be dominated twice in 
a packing set, we may either allow u1 to be dominated in Gl and then require that u2 is 
not dominated in G2 or we may allow u2 to be dominated in G2 and then require that 
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ui be not dominated in Gl. Putting these two situations together with the previous 
one, we see that 
~,*b = max{p,‘, + ~y’b - 19 Pin + PXb? P,‘fi + P&3 
is the Series 1 recurrence for pab. 
5.3. Parameter i 
The recurrences for the parameter i can be shown to match the template recurrences 
if we interpret mnx as min (since i measures the minimum cardinality of an indepen- 
dent dominating set) and interpret n and ii as we did for the domination number, y. 
That is, let subscripts n and ii indicate the corresponding terminal is not contained in 
but is dominated by the set, and the corresponding terminal is not contained in nor 
necessarily dominated by the set, respectively. Considering ins(KZ) along with these 
interpretations of n and ii, we note that the set containing neither vertex (the empty 
set) does not dominate the left terminal as required. Thus we will initialize inn(KZ) to 
infinity. 
Note that the algorithm developed by Pfaff et al. (see [20]) for determining the 
parameter i for series-parallel graphs uses a three state interpretation different from 
that which we are presenting here (i.e. y, n and n) and the recurrences do not match 
our template recurrences. 
To see a sample recurrence for i, suppose G* is obtained by a Series 2 composition 
of series-parallel graphs Gl and G2, and consider an &set D. The left terminal of Gl 
(which becomes the left terminal of G*) is not contained in but is dominated by D. The 
vertex u1 = uZ (which becomes the left terminal of G*) is not contained in nor 
necessarily dominated by D, and the vertex v2 (which is not a terminal of G*) may or 
may not be in D. If v2 is not contained in D, it must be dominated by D since there is no 
chance that it will be dominated by a vertex added in a later composition. Thus 
in* = min(i,l, + ii,, i,‘, + ii,} 
is the Series 2 recurrence for the parameter i,,. 
5.4. Parameter R 
Since R measures the minimum possible redundance of a dominating set, we must 
interpret the template mnx as min for this parameter. The recurrences for R can be 
shown to match the template recurrences if we choose to interpret n and ii in the 
following manner. As with the y recurrence parameters, let a subscript n indicate that 
the associated terminal is not contained in but is dominated by the set, and let 
a subscript ii indicate that the associated terminal is not contained in nor necessarily 
dominated by the set. As an example of initialization, consider R,,(K2). The set 
D containing both terminals of K2 is certainly a dominating set and each vertex 
dominates itself and the other vertex. Thus R,,(K2) = 4. 
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Suppose G* is obtained by a Parallel composition of series-parallel graphs Gl and 
G2, and let D be an R,,-set of G*. Then neither terminal of G* is contained in D, but 
both are dominated by D. This domination may be achieved by any of the following 
four possibilities: (1) both terminals of G* may be dominated by vertices of D n V(G1) 
or (2) the left terminal of G* may be dominated by a vertex of D n V(G1) and the right 
terminal of G* dominated by a vertex of D n V(G2) or (3) the left terminal of G* may 
be dominated by a vertex of D n V(G2) and the right terminal of G* dominated by 
a vertex of D n V(G1) or (4) both terminal of G* may be dominated by vertices of 
D n T/(G2). No matter which case we are considering, we do not care if the terminals 
of G* get dominated more than once. Thus 
R,, = min{R,‘, + R,&,, R,‘, + R,f,, R,‘, + R,f,, R& + R,f,) 
is the Parallel recurrence for the recurrence parameter R,, 
5.5. Parameter Rl 
As with the graph theoretic parameters R and i, we will interpret the template mnx 
as min for the parameter RI, and will interpret n and n in the same way as for y. As an 
example of initialization, consider RZ,,(K2). The set consisting of only the right 
terminal of Kz is independent and dominating. The right terminal dominates itself 
and the left terminal, hence RI&C,) = 2. 
Suppose G* is obtained by a Parallel composition of series-parallel graphs Gl and 
G2, and consider the recurrence parameter RI,,. Let D be an RI,,-set of G*. Since the 
left terminal of G*, that is the vertex ui = u2, is contained in D and since the right 
terminal of G*, that is the vertex u1 = u2, is not contained in nor necessarily 
dominated by D we see that the left terminals of Gl and G2 are both contained in 
D and the right terminals of Gl and G2 are both not contained in nor necessarily 
dominated by D. Thus there is no choice and 
RI,*, = RI;, + RI$ 
is the Parallel recurrence for R,,. 
6. Observations 
We note that what we consider to be surprising is the existence of the template - the 
common recurrence scheme for evaluating a wide variety of parameters for 
series-parallel graphs. On the other hand, the existence of a linear algorithm for 
evaluating any one of the six parameters described in this paper is not so surprising. 
Indeed, a general theory of designing linear algorithms is actively being investigated 
by various groups of people. Various methodologies are described in [l, 5, ‘7,21,23]. 
As indicated in the introduction, the recurrence relations presented in the linear 
algorithms for the domination number and independent domination number of 
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a series-parallel graph by Kikuno et al. [18] and Pfaff et al. [20], respectively, do not 
match our template. But, with the proper interpretations for y, n, and ii, these 
problems can be solved using our template recurrences. We note that the interpreta- 
tions for y, n, and n determine the initialization values for K2 as well as which 
recurrence parameters to consider at termination. 
We believe that the template introduced here is widely applicable to a large class of 
problems. As will be described in [l 11, /IO, and the minimum number clol of vertices 
covering the edge set, and the minimum number xl0 of edges covering the vertex set, 
and other parameters can also be evaluated using our series-parallel template. Note 
that any choice of initialization values with a set of termination conditions for this 
template defines a parameter for the graph. In fact, after observing that the initia- 
lization values for R are exactly twice those for y (see Table 4) a new parameter was 
defined by doubling the initialization. 
Further, we believe it is actually just the first of several interesting templates that 
will be produced. In particular, every tree is a series-parallel graph, but an “endpoint 
list” is a simpler data structure for representing trees. Not only are we investigating 
other templates for the class for series-parallel graphs with parse tree representations 
and more general classes of graphs, but we are also investigating the smaller class of 
trees with endpoint list representations. 
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